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DNA Gedcom Client

• DNA Gedcom is a desktop program created by Rob Warthen that will gather your autosomal DNA matches 
and downloads match data into a database. It is an enhanced version of the browser-based precursor 
program by the same name.

To install, download the client interface program to your PC.

• Data is saved into a single SQLite relational database on your PC; no need to re-download it again as it will 
only download new matches not previously gathered (unless database was deleted). 

• Allows gathering of different data such as In Common With (ICW) matches, links to family trees, MRCA, etc. 
that can be analyze using other DNAGedcom tools or viewed as comma delimited value (csv) text files .

• Performs clustering functions, surname lists, and more.
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Source: https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/gather-tools/

Help pages: https://doc.dnagedcom.com/?Help

https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/overview/
https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/gather-tools/
https://doc.dnagedcom.com/?Help


Background: Ancestry Blocked Downloading 
Client DNA Match Data

In May 2020, Ancestry blocked 3rd party software, Genetic.Affairs and Genealogical 
DNA Analysis Tool (GDAT)†, from accessing DNA data for people using their services. 
These 3rd party entities ran many clients simultaneously, causing Ancestry’s site to 
slow down and in some cases crash.

Ancestry position was:

➢ that providing login credentials to a third party and downloading DNA match 
information was against their Terms Of Service (TOS).

➢ Ancestry’s TOS states you won't run a scraper program. 

Web scraping is a technique to automatically extract content and data from websites using 
bots. 
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† Formerly Genome Mate Pro (GMP). 



So How Does DNAGedcom Software Obtain Your 
DNA data?

The DNAGedcom program only exists on your PC. For each DNA site (Ancestry, 

My Heritage, etc.) you enter your username and login data which then can be 

stored locally on for any subsequent logins.

DNAGedcom logs onto the DNA site and uses ‘scraping’ to obtain the requested 

data. Note DNAGedcom limits the rate of data transfer to avoid overwhelming 

the site with high bandwidth downloads and so they haven’t restricted access. 

It locally gathers your data and only you use it on your PC.
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Why use DNAGedcom? Advantages?

• The manual gathering of DNA matches often goes on “for more than 
day can easily collide with operating systems updates, power failures 
and user errors of all sorts. Unless you know how to restart a gather 
without losing data, avoid this approach.”

• DNAGedcom “uses an incremental gather plan to gather the closest 
matches first. You can reset the lower cM to keep gathering data for 
matches who share less DNA. 
• Because a subsequent gather with the same upper limit starts where the 

previous one left off, the new gather will pick up any new matches above the 
previous lower limit and then proceed to pick up matches in the new lower 
range. 
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https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/tips-and-tactics-for-gathering-dna-data/

https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/tips-and-tactics-for-gathering-dna-data/


Data Gathering

• Data can be obtained from 23andMe, Ancestry, Family Tree DNA, 
MyHeritage and Gedmatch

• Gather Matches that overlap each other

• Gather ALL matches

• Gather various individual matches

• Triangulation data

• Gather your matches ancestry information and links to trees

• Ethnicity (Ancestry only; don’t collect ethnicity data unless 
you have a defined purpose.)
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Data available for DNA GedCom
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Available Data from Vendors

Vendor Match
Chromo-

some
In Common With

Triangulated 
Segments

Trees Ethnicity

AncestryDNA yes NA >=20 cM† no yes yes

MyHeritage yes yes yes yes yes not yet

FTDNA yes yes yes no yes not yet

23andMe yes yes
All or filtered by 

overlap‡ or kit name
Filter for matches with 
overlapping segments*

no not yet

Gedmatch Yes yes Yes (Tier1) yes yes not yet
† Ancestry’s threshold of “fourth-cousins-and-closer” or 20 cM ancestry-shared-matches
Source: https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/gather-tools/

‡ Use overlapping matches if you plan to run the Chromosome Matrix App (CMA) tool.
“Overlap” refers to a segment overlapping another match’s segment. “All” also includes
segments that don’t overlap another kit. This may be useful as these segment matches may
show up on other platforms. “All” will compare every single match to every other match. This
can be a lot more data and take longer to download. * Not true triangulation data.

https://www.dataminingdna.com/ancestry-shared-matches/
https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/gather-tools/


DNAGedcom Client Interface

DNA Gedcom 
homepage has 
four tabs

1. Gather

2. Autosomal

3. People

4. Data
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How to use DNAGedcom client: 
https://doc.dnagedcom.com/?fbclid=IwAR28fZKEtRdjEQN1tQOJrE8xquo0QURrcyA_nu4qtKusegVYsSiCvK0CAtQ

① ② ③ ④

https://doc.dnagedcom.com/?fbclid=IwAR28fZKEtRdjEQN1tQOJrE8xquo0QURrcyA_nu4qtKusegVYsSiCvK0CAtQ


DNA Gedcom Client Interface - Settings

DNAGedcom homepage has 

Settings and Open Folder, ①, 
commands.
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DNA Gedcom Client help: DNAGedcom How to Use Guide

①

① “Open Settings” lets you choose location of the database.
“Open Folder” opens saved files and the database.

https://doc.dnagedcom.com/?fbclid=IwAR28fZKEtRdjEQN1tQOJrE8xquo0QURrcyA_nu4qtKusegVYsSiCvK0CAtQ


DNA Gedcom Client Gather 

DNA Gedcom 
option:

1. Gather

2. Autosomal

3. People

4. Data
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①

②

③

④

⑤

Select one of the 5 DNA match databases to gather match data.



DNAGedcom Client Gather — Ancestry.com

Ancestry interface:

❶ Add Ancestry login 
information, login.

❷ Select Ancestry      
database

❸ Select cM ranges

❹ Check options for 

ICW*, gather trees and 

/ or ethnicity options

❺ Start data gathering

❻ Progress bar
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❶

❷

❸

❹
❺

❻

*ICW = in common with (i.e., matches that share a common ancestor)

CAUTION! “Clear xxx” buttons will delete all existing ICW, Tree or 
Ethnicity data from your database before re-gathering the information.

❶

Match Demographics



Data File Content - Ancestry
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Ancestry’s ICW data shows match person and the name of ICW match and 
administrator’s names.   

Second Ancestry file: a_FirstName_LastName.csv (Ancestry tree search results)

File info:

Ancestry ICW data file: 
icw_FirstName_LastName.csv



Gathering Data from My Heritage
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ID for GMP (Genome Mate Pro) software use only. 
Now called Genealogical DNA Analysis Tool (GDAT).

2. Select DNA tester

3. Gather Options: cM, 
Chromosomes, ICW, 
Triangulation, Trees.

1. Log on to My Heritage requires 
a login at My Heritage website.



My Heritage Data Gathering Strategies
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ICW and tree data are the most time-consuming processes.

The gathering of matches can take several days or 
longer so best to let run in background. For 
10,000 matches and 1 minute wait time, it would 
take 18 days to gather all.

On your PC, turn off sleep mode, stand-by or 
hibernate to prevent stopping downloads. 

Another option is to gather incrementally, 
starting at higher shared cM ranges. Also don’t 
gather all options at once.

However, once gathered the data remains and 
starts with matches not yet gathered.



Alternative Way to Gather from My Heritage
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MyHeritage data are among the most 
challenging to gather because they offer 
the most data and because MyHeritage 
enforces a pause of almost a minute
between each match gathered.

At MyHeritage on your DNA Matches 
page, click on the 3 vertical dots to 
download the match and segment files.

MyHeritage also has ‘Load files’ option. 
Download the files first directly from 
MyHeritage and then load them into 
DNAGedcom. It drastically decreases the 
time needed to download the ICWs, etc..



Gathering Data from Family Tree DNA

DNA Gedcom 
options:

1. Gather

2. Autosomal

3. People

4. Data
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Gather Options: Chromosomes, ICW, Trees.
Gather Options: Chromo cM 
Min.

*‘Chromo cM Min’ option no longer as important as matches below 6 cM matches not included.

*

Select ‘Run Report’ any 
time you want to 
generate reports (CSV 
files) from the database 
without gathering.



Gathering Data from Gedmatch

DNA Gedcom 
options:

1. Gather

2. Autosomal

3. People

4. Data
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Gather Options: ‘Gather Matches/ICW’ or ‘Gather Trees’

*

* Enter Gedmatch kit ID.



DNAGedcom — 23andMe Data Collection

Procedure 
❶ Login to Gather 
matches

❷ Select Profile & the 
ICW options.

❸ Type of ICW Gather

❹ Hit ‘Gather Matches’
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❶

❷

From dropdown menu, select: “Gather Matches that Overlap each Other” OR  “Gather ALL Matches“

Filename: “<profile name>_23andMe_RF.csv”

The overlap means comparing a match that has a chromosome segment that overlaps the other match. 

②

③

④

①



Gathering Data from 23andMe – ICW Options

• 23andMe doesn’t have a clear way to get shared matches. 
So, the way it works is each match is compared to each other 
match.

• Gathering matches that overlap means they only compare a 
match that has a chromosome segment that overlaps 
another match.
• If ‘A’ matches you on chromosome 1 between 1 and 10,000 and ‘B’ 

matched on chromosome 1 between 5,000 and 15,000, they 
overlap and the tool will then compare those 2 people.
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B

A



File Output & Data Content - 23andMe
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{}_Combined_23andMe_FIA: combines the ‘Overlap’ and the ‘All’ FIA segment data

{}_Overlap_23andMe_FIA: a listing of all segments shared by any two of your matches 
(including but not limited to those you share)

{}_23andMe_RF: a listing of people you match, along with information regarding the 
match

Note: The csv files are for your use outside of the DNAGedcom client,
and this data is also stored within the DNAGedcom database.
FIA = Family Inheritance Advanced; RF = Relative Finder



RF Data from 23andMe
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RF is the list of matches and related information, formerly called Relative Finder.

File name:



Other Data Options 
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Gather Trees: Check this box to gather the Tree information for the selected Profile 
to your DNAGedcom database. A separate CSV file named ‘a_tester_name.csv’ is 
saved to your computer (Ancestry, My Heritage, Family Tree DNA).

Gather Ethnicity: The ethnicity information for each match will be saved for your 
matches to a CSV file named ‘m_tester_name.csv’

File name: ‘a_tester_name.csv’

Example of Ancestry data 
for a match

List of people found in a match’s tree. 
Includes given name, surname, birth & death dates & locations.

Ethnicity data



Autosomal Analysis: Collins Leeds Method (CLM) 
and Chromosome Matrix Clustering (CMA)

• Two clustering options: CLM and CMA
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What is Collins Leeds Cluster Analysis?

• Collins Leeds Analysis: tool for clustering your DNA matches based on the Leeds 

Method. The number of clusters depends on range of cM included. For example, 

use 90 to 400 cM to include matches that are second and third cousins; as they 

are related to you through only one grandparent.
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Leeds Method: identifies DNA matches who 
are related to you AND to another match. 
Continue to find the other matches in your 
match list who share DNA with that first one, 
etc.
Helps you group together people who are 
related on similar branches of the family.

Manual Leeds Method



Collins Leeds Clustering Analysis

Collins Leeds clusters group matches to a common ancestor . 
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The goal is to assign 
Clusters to the MRCA.

This then can be used to 
identify the 
genealogical 
relationship of those 
found in the cluster. https://dna-explained.com/category/dnagedcom/

https://dna-explained.com/category/dnagedcom/


Collins Leeds Clustering Analysis: Relationships -
Common Ancestor

Not everyone in a cluster may be descended from same common 
ancestor(s). 
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https://www.danaleeds.com/who-is-in-a-supercluster/

The 3C (   ) with 57 cM 
(   ) is not related to the 
3C 1R with 68 cM. The 
other cluster members  
(   ) are related to a 
MRCA and match

https://www.danaleeds.com/who-is-in-a-supercluster/


Autosomal Analysis with Collins Leeds Method 
and Chromosome Matrix Clustering

Collins Leeds Options
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①

②

DNA kit to analyze

③

④ Filters matches for matching surname(s). Type in a 
surname or multiple surnames separated by commas. Will 
return matches that have that surname in their family tree. 
Best with Ancestry.com where most people have trees.
⑤ Paint midline, self-matches will be painted black both in 
the Excel and HTML clusters.

④

⑤

② Inclusion threshold: minimum percentage 
of people within a cluster a person has to 
match to be included: ½ = 50%; 2/3 = 66%

③ Inclusion those who match the most others 
within the cluster will be in the upper-left 
corner. Supercluster: others that have a 
significant amounts of cross-cluster matches 
will appear near it. cMs sort by highest cM first.

Help:  https://genetic.family/Help/CLM#options

①

https://genetic.family/Help/CLM#options


Collins Leeds Method Output

CLM Cluster

28



Viewing Your Cluster - CLM

HTML format cluster maps are drawn with filled in squares, each representing a 

match between two people. Clusters, generally, appear whenever groups of people 

match each other and with the person whose kit is being analyzed. 
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Mousing over any colored square will show the kit 

names of the two matches. 

You will notice three types of color-coded 

squares (or four, if you opted to show the 

diagonal).

1. Solid color squares indicate a match between 

two members of the same cluster.

2. Pale squares with two colors indicate matches 

between members of the two corresponding 

solid-colored clusters. Bi-colored squares 

typically signal the presence of supercluster (a set 

of closely related clusters).

Cross match 
between clusters 20 

and 22

HTML File:



Viewing Your Cluster – CLM cont.
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3. Note: Squares with a small green 
leaf in indicates known ancestor(s) 
in common.

4. Pale squares showing grey plus 
one pale color indicate a match 
between a cluster member and 
another kit.

5. Opting to color the diagonal 
(solid black   squares) provides a 
reference point for more easily 
locating a kit in the left column 
and the top row



②

CLM: Viewing Cluster in Chromo Browser  

① Right click anywhere within the cluster and options appear, ② select “View Chromosome Browser”.
This will open the browser, showing chromosome(s) and the matching segments for each cluster member (shown 
in a later slide). You cannot view chromosome browser when using Ancestry data.
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①

③ Note that some boxes within the cluster are white in the cluster, this corresponds to matches that don’t 
sufficiently overlap (e.g., Fred & Martin ) with each other but do overlap others in the same cluster (purple boxes).

③



Cluster in View Chromosome Browser 

1. Right click within the cluster, select “View Chromosome Browser”.
2. This shows chromosome browser. Scroll down to find which chromosome(s) the 

shared segments are found ②, in this case on chromosome 17.
3. Martin and Fred’s box was white in the cluster as they don’t overlap sufficiently to 

match each other, ③, hovering over the segment reveals the segments owner.
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In the browser the 
segment size and the 
relative position 
along chromosome 
are displayed. ①
shows largest 
segment size matches 
in the cluster.

4. Right click over 
segments to 
display the match’s 
info, ③.

③

③

②

①

In Chromosome View the segments are visually displayed.



CLM “View Cluster” Option
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Collins Leeds Output  
MyHeritage

①

②

① Click within any Cluster to reveal options.

② Select the option “View Cluster”.

③ Output lists Shared cM and match name and 
any known Ancestor (s) found in the cluster.

④Click on person and it will open family tree if there is one 
associated with this kit.

④

③



CLM Superclusters – Ancestry example

• Superclusters are sets of 
adjacent, related clusters with 
matches in common between 
two or more of the clusters.

• They are surrounded by a dark 
grey line. Superclusters show a 
set of clusters sharing the same 
or closely related lines of 
descent.
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Red box has people with matches found in other clusters. 

Cluster 3: Chrm 14  

Cluster 1 Chrm 4 

Cluster 2: Chrm 20  

Cross clusters matches could be people sharing 2 segments from a common ancestor. 



Example of Clustering with a Specific Surname
Ancestry DNA Matches
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Collins Leeds Output

Clicking on tree symbol, opens Ancestry tree. 

Clicking on name, opens your DNA match’s page in Ancestry.com.  

Black box is same 
kit against itself. 
Numbers within 
diagonal black 

boxes refer to the 
cluster #.

Sean

Se
anType in surname

Note: Squares with a 
small green leaf         
within them indicates 
ancestors in common.



Ancestry Links for Shared Surnames in CLM Output

Ancestry DNA match page will  
open when clicking on a name.

Ancestry tree opens when 
clicking on the Tree icon,        .       
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Match Name

Common ancestor couple (MCRA) outlined in green.

A fast way to find ICW ancestral couple, may not be initially visible if beyond 4 gen.



CLM- Ancestry Excel Cluster Report
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Excel Report workbook has three tabbed worksheets: Chart, Data and 
Ancestors tabs. This is same date available in HTML output page.

File nomenclature for CLM:
Excel CLM data tabs

Data tabChart tab

Any User Ancestry notes are also captured.

URL to Ancestry tree.

Ancestry clusters, allows user searching 
or annotations to be added.



CLM- Ancestry Excel Cluster Report, cont.
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Report is a workbook Ancestral tab worksheet. This is same data 
available in HTML output page.

File nomenclature for CLM:
Excel CLM data tabs:

Ancestors tab



Chromosome Matrix Analysis (CMA)
Clusters of ICW Matches Sharing Segments on the Same Chromosome

The CMA Tool uses a matrix to show your matches in clustered groups 
sorted by chromosome and segment address. CMA requires match 
ICW, and chromosome data be gathered with the DNAGedcom Client. 

FTDNA, 23andMe, Gedmatch and My Heritage data are currently 
supported. 

CMA can analyze data in the database or, alternatively, CSV files 
created by the DNAGedcom Client. CMA creates two kinds of output: 
HTML and Excel formatted matrices.
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CMA Cluster Analysis - Settings 
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Select from your database a specific DNA kit (Ancestry, MyHeritage, 
FTDNA, 23andMe, or Gedmatch) and user. Select other options.

Select kit 

DNA Gedcom 
option:

1. Gather

2. Autosomal

3. People

4. Data
Select options



CMA Output Options
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CMA Settings
Setting Purpose
Kit and Match Selection
Kit Filter Prefilter list of kits in the database
DNA Kit and CMA 
Source option

Selects the target kit for clustering

DNA Kit
Sets the kit data source to the  
DNAGedcom Client database

Match/ICW files
Sets the kit data source to previously 
output CSV files

cM Range
Selects matches based on total cM 
shared

Min SNPs
Selects matches based on criteria for 
cluster membership

Chromosome
Filters matches for a single 
chromosome

Include Non-ICW 
Segments

Allows other relationships for cluster 
members to be shown

Open HTML
Automatically opens the saved HTML 
output on completion

https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/chromosome-matrix-app-cma/#_Kit_Filter
https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/chromosome-matrix-app-cma/#_DNA_Kit_Method
https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/chromosome-matrix-app-cma/#_Match_File/ICW_File
https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/chromosome-matrix-app-cma/#_cM_Range
https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/chromosome-matrix-app-cma/#_Include_Unclustered_Matches
https://doc.dnagedcom.com/help/chromosome-matrix-app-cma/#_Open_HTML_When


CMA Output Options cont.
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If “include Non-ICW Segments” is 
selected, those matches that do not fit 
into any cluster will also be shown.†

†Cross-cluster matches in the output matrix are 
still drawn, so you can see partial relations. 

The lower the cM range selected for 
CMA analysis can greatly affect file size 
and increase processing time. 

The density of unclustered matches can sometimes 
indicate endogamy or, more recently, pedigree collapse 
within a tree or simply other connections among families 
over time. 



Chromosome Matrix Analysis (CMA) Features
Results for Chromosome 1
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Matches are assigned colors by rows. Hover over a colored square to see both kit 
names.
Solid color squares indicate a match between two members of the same cluster.
Black squares: The diagonal (solid black squares) provides a reference point for 
more easily locating a kit in the left column and the same person in the top row

Match details: start/end locations, cM 
& SNP values, username

Web Browser View (HTML)



23andMe CMA: Match Details Chromosome 2, Cluster 6
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Clusters 1 and 6 show 
that Matt, a nephew, is 
member of both 
clusters; representing 2 
different segments on 
chromosome 2. Note  
clusters could be either 
maternal or paternal 
matches.



Basic Autosomal Triangulation
3 people match the same autosomal DNA segment 

C

A         <- Genetic ->          B

MRCA

Triangulation group kits A, B & C match on a DNA segment 
All 3 kits are compared pair-wise.
Cross-matching triangulates n>3 kits 

*Kits should not be parents or siblings but cousins

Select cross-match option for 
triangulation of multiple kits n>3

# Kit A B C D E F

1 A A, B A, C A, D A, E A, F

2 B B, A B, C B, D B, E B, F

3 C C, A C, B C, D C, E C, F

4 D D, A D, B D, C D, E D, F

5 E E, A E, B E, C E, D E, F

6 F F, A F, B F, C F, D F, E

Triangulation Cross Matching Analysis

45© S. Ullrich 2021



23andMe Triangulation Change 
May 2021
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For triangulation changes at 
23&Me see Roberta Estes’ post: 
https://dna-
explained.com//23andme-
changes-triangulation-doesnt-
work-the-same-way

Yes,  under “Shared DNA” use to mean that the three people 
triangulate on at least one segment. 

Now a ‘Yes’ under “DNA Overlap” means that they share an 
overlapping piece of DNA with the tester. It DOES NOT mean 
that they all 3 match each other on that segment. Now SC is 
also ‘Yes’.

23andMe DNA ICW Match List

Purple and Orange overlap but 
don’t triangulate. 

https://dna-explained.com/2021/03/08/23andme-changes-triangulation-doesnt-work-the-same-way/?fbclid=IwAR0mUfNRQjq1fDarcPGxmjoW-MtvVYmMArJfeo4e57vH_LL991brBkzWCtc


FIA File from 23andMe
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Cross comparison of overlapping segments = “triangulation” data

File name:

This shows the segment data for the 2 matches 
(Persons 1 & 2) that overlap each other and not the 

person whose kit was used. This shows “triangulation” 
(only 23andMe) for this cluster.

Segment length Person 1 & 2.



Chromosome 2

Compare StartPoint EndPoint 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Louise/Terri 3,726,163  15,999,597   

Dennis/Louise 6,179,958  19,693,784   

Terri/Dennis 6,179,958  16,036,368   

Steve/Dennis 7,166,507  19,546,795   

Steve/Louise 7,030,541  20,448,561   

Steve/Terri 7,166,507  16,036,368   

Segment location x 10+6

Steve's Cross-over points

12.3

13.5

13.4

8.8

9.8

12.4

Segment Overlap Data from 23andMe
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Cross comparison of overlaps = “triangulation” data (maybe, needs to be verified.)

This shows the segment data for the 3 matches (Louise, Terri, Dennis) 
that overlap each other and match with the test subject, Steve. 

Cluster members comparing segment size.

Ends of “Triangulation” segments 
define cross-over points

Values in segment are the 
segment’s length (x106)



CMA- Cluster View Toggle
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Non-ICW excluded from clusters

Toggle to remove non-ICW Segments



CMA- Cluster View - Gedmatch
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Benjamin has a segment overlapping the others in cluster 1 but doesn’t match any 
of them. If people in Cluster 1 are ICW with a paternal ancestor, then this would 
indicate that Benjamin is a maternal relative. 

Non-ICW segments can be filtered out (uncheck box).



CMA- Gedmatch Cluster View- Multiple Kits
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Note *Lynne and *Rolf appear more than once. 1. They may have multiple DNA kits from different companies uploaded to Gedmatch
2. Two different kits from different people. Number 1 seems to be the case as Lynne’s kits came from My Heritage and 23&Me.

Gedmatch IDs 
KW87xxx75190*Lynne 23&Me

M054xxx69 *Lynne MyH
Martin

GZ63xxx84622 Rolf Ancestry 

SY21xxx42535 *Rolf 23&Me

YJ19xxx42599 * Rolf 23&Me 

Link to DNA Chip SNP Info 

https://app.gedmatch.com/OneToMany1TierBeta.php?kit_num=M054269


Use CMA to Find MRCA Among a Cluster
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CMA Results – 23andMe data

Cluster group (#5) the MRCA is 
J.Biniek/E.Bembenek (Catherine) and 

MRCA is  A.Biniek/A.Saydak (Jena, Mark. 
Maggie).  A.Biniek is father of J.Biniek.

↑ ↓↓ ↑
Catherine Me   [Jena, Mark, Maggie]

A. Biniek /
A. Saydak

J. Biniek /
E. Bembenek

Descendants Chart

The only MRCA shared by all is A. Biniek 
& A. Saydak, who are the most distant 

known common ancestor.Catherine: 2C1R; Jenna, Mark, Maggie: 3C1R



CMA with Ancestors Included
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Results for Chromosome 1 and MyHeritage

Note: Squares with a small green leaf         within them indicates ancestors in common

Results with “Include Ancestors” checked



DNAGedcom People Functions
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DNA Gedcom 
Homepage tabs:

1. Gather

2. Autosomal

3. People

4. Data

①

②



DNAGedcom Surname Tool

Allows 

• Viewing surnames of 
matches

• Searching ancestral 
names in database

• Use Wikitree tool

• Searching kits for 
surnames, people and 
trees
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① List of 
Surnames

②, select a surname and ③, list of ancestors associated with the surname is shown. 

③

②



Other Data Options – Triangulation data 
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Check this box to gather the Triangulation data for the selected Profile to 
your DNAGedcom database. 

A separate .CSV file named “tester_name_Triag.csv” is saved to your 
computer. Used with the separate GDAT program.

Clicking the “Clear Triangulations” button will delete all existing Triangulation 
data from your database before you re-gather the ICW information.

Example of triangulation data 
(tester_name_Triag.csv) for a 
match showing part of the list 
of data.

My Heritage



Genetic.Family Chrome Extension
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Webpage: https://genetic.family/

“The goal of letting you both work within the sites you're 
used to via our chrome extension, as well as a website where 
you can view gathered data.
For both Ancestry enhancements, you don't have to gather 
your data at all - it works entirely within the site. Just need 
the Chrome Extension”. Facebook post

DNAGedcom auxiliary Genetic.Family  extension added to browser.

https://genetic.family/


DNAGedcom Help
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Help: https://doc.dnagedcom.com/

DNAGedcom Help Page -
Table of Content

Presently (Dec 2021) not all 
sections are completed.

https://doc.dnagedcom.com/?fbclid=IwAR1OrWdDYzMKbufKQQ6IHjvoAP4qm2nHQMnfjXdPopSM4QR5Vb3jqblnQ-w


Troubleshooting

• Search DNAGedcom Facebook Group for an answer or pose a question or contact 

support or look in the Help webpage.

• 23andMe issue: if a new relative is added to your match list by 23andMe during 

the time the client is gathering info - the client ‘falls over’ with an error message -

You have to log out of 23andMe and the client. Start again.

• Database Error: ”database disk image is malformed”. Fix Database from the 

settings page. If this doesn't work, exit the program, remove the .db-wall and .db-

sh files. Be sure to leave the .db file itself as that is your actual data. If there are 

any other .db files (besides the actual .db file itself), also remove those.
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Resources and other tools
• Overview slide presentation by Rob Warthen: 

https://www.dnagedcom.com/DNAGedcomJamboree2018.pdf

• Can display triangulation data using 2 other programs

• AUTOSOMAL DNA SEGMENT ANALYZER (ADSA)

https://www.dnagedcom.com/adsa/adsamanual.html.php

• Genealogical DNA Analysis Tool (GDAT)

• https://sites.google.com/view/genealogical-dna-analysis-tool

• Another Clustering Tool: Shared Clustering

https://github.com/jonathanbrecher/sharedclustering/wiki

• JWorks and Kworks:  sorts matches DNA segments into sets of overlapping DNA and also assign 

ICW status within the sets. Finds Triangulation Groups and eventually a common ancestor. 

JWorks/Jworks_Kworks.pdf (Input files from on-line version of DNAGedcom) 

https://www.dnagedcom.com/)
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https://www.dnagedcom.com/DNAGedcomJamboree2018.pdf
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https://github.com/jonathanbrecher/sharedclustering/wiki
https://dnagedcom.com/JWorks/Jworks_Kworks.pdf
https://www.dnagedcom.com/


Questions?

DNAGedcom Demostration
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Appendix
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■ GSA chip: 23&Me*, FTDNA**,  
My Heritage**,Living DNA***

■ New Affymatrix Sirius**** chip 
version 2 chip contains 759,757 
autosomal markers  (Living DNA).

■ OmniExpress chip used in ~20 
million of the roughly 30 million 
current tests.

* as of Sep 2016; **April 2019; 

***Sep 2017;**** Nov. 2018, 

Original Illumina Chip v1 (Ancestry) SNP 
Overlap with Illumina GSA chip (23&Me)

**Source: https://casestone.com/threlkeld/blog/114-living-dna-announces-move-from-illumina-microarray

DNA Chip

Link to Slide 50

Ancestry 23&Me, My Heritage v2

© S. Ullrich 2021

https://casestone.com/threlkeld/blog/114-living-dna-announces-move-from-illumina-microarray


Other Data Options – Sync data to or Use Clusters 
with Other DNA Analysis Tools
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Sync to Genetic Family: If you are a Genetic.Family.com user, the enable button 
will upload the data you’ve gathered to your collection of DNA profiles. See 
Genetic.Family for more information about its collaboration tools and services.

Supports Rootsfinder DNA  and Genetic Affairs tools.

For Genealogical DNA Analysis Tool (GDAT) (formerly GMP) users, a unique ID is 

assigned to downloads.

DNAPainter’s new Cluster Auto Painter feature can use DNAGedcom Clusters, 

paints segments for matches gathered by DNAGedcom after running the Collins 

Leeds Method (CLM) (requires a subscription fee).


